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Abstract. This paper introduces the improvements which the SRC Team
made in the last year. Through improvements in supporting point cal-
culation, coordinating attacking strategy, skills improvement-BREAK,
a more intelligent decision algorithm is realized. And in the electronics
part, a specific embedded main program flow is introduced. We hope to
do well in RoboCup 2023 based on these improvements.

1 Introduction

We are the SRC Team of Shanghai Jiao Tong University. We had our first
small-size league competition in 2017. Since then, we have been locating prob-
lems and discussing where we can improve. In the past year, we made significant
progress on software and algorithm development. Parallel computing with GPU
acceleration has been introduced to our algorithm for the first time. We have
made thorough reconstruction on the attacking strategy, enabling the robots to
act with better collaboration. Additionally, new skills are designed to achieve
better possession and better passing. At the same time, despite encountering
frequent lockdowns due to COVID-19, hardware development has been continu-
ously marching forward in the past 2022. We’ll describe the improvements we’ve
made over the last year in detail later.

2 Software

2.1 Coordinating attacking strategy

In today’s game, the size of the field has changed from 9*6 square meters to
12*9 square meters, and the number of participating robots has changed from
6 to 11. Because of the increase in defenders and the size of the field, a single
attacker can no longer easily form an effective attack, and the once-designed
set-piece tactics hardly function as a direct shot or even a score now. Therefore,
we have proposed a more reasonable coordinating attacking strategy this
year, which greatly enhances the offensive capability of SRC.
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For ease of presentation, we make the following provisions for the eleven-
robot formation: one Goalie, four Defenders, five Supporters, and the Advancer,
which is the main attacker with the ball. The advantage of this strategy is that
the roles are not tied to the robots but are dynamically matched to the robot
frequently[1].

Fig. 1. eleven-robot formation

Dynamic matching Instead of differentiating all robots at the beginning and
customizing specific tasks for each one, we first generate eleven tasks and eleven
corresponding task points. Then we match the task points with the robots one
by one. At this point, there is no difference between the eleven robots on the
field, and which task the robots perform relies solely on the designed matching
algorithm.

Assume that we now know the set of tasks T = {t0, t1, t2, · · · , tn}, which
should be performed at the moment, the set of mission point coordinates Q =
{q0, q1, q2, · · · , qn}, the set of robot coordinates P = {p0, p1, p2, · · · , pn}, then
we expect to minimize:

f(P,Q) =

n∑
i=0

||Qi −Gi||2

G is a permutation of P

(1)

This matching process can be better achieved by using the Hungarian
algorithm[2].

However, we consider that the Advancer should have a higher priority than
the other robots, so we first find the robot closest to the Advancer task point
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and designate that robot as the Advancer. The other 10 robots are then matched
for the tasks.

For the six robots involved in the attacking system (5 Supporters and 1
Advancer), all the Supporters have to do is just make a reasonable run and not
directly get involved in getting the ball.

Fig. 2. Before passing Fig. 3. After passing

Figure 2 and Figure 3 represents the robot role change before and after the
pass action. Before the pass, the Advancer is about to pass to the supporting
point, where the Supporter is heading. After the pass, the original Supporter
becomes the Advancer, which needs to receive the ball, while the original Ad-
vancer becomes the Supporter, which needs to go to the new supporting point.
This constant dynamic matching builds our passing system: The Advancer passes
the ball to the Supporter, and then the two robot switch roles so that the attack
is always initiated by the Advancer.

The Support algorithm is described in more detail in subsection 2.2, and
the behavior of the Advancer will be explored next.

Task point generation The selection of task points is very important for the
establishment of the attacking strategy. For Supporters, Defenders, and Goalie,
task point equals the running point. But the task point for the Advancer needs
to be discussed further.

If the ball is at rest, the task point should be chosen as the position of the
ball.

If the ball has a certain speed, then we need to consider the following two
cases:

– Our pass, while the opponent will not interfere.
Since we already know the passing point we wish to pass to, we directly use
that point as the task point. However, if the ball is too fast for the robot to
reach the pass point before it reaches the pass point, we need to predict the
ideal catch position and move the task point backward a bit. This situation
corresponds to Figure 4, Where the yellow X indicates the passing point and
the red X indicates the task point. In most cases, the passing point and the
task point are the same, when red X and yellow X overlap.
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Fig. 4. Situation 1. Fig. 5. Situation 2.

– An opponent pass, or the opponent will intercept our pass early
we expect to catch the ball before the opponent, as shown in the Figure 5.
The task point should be in front of where the ball speed line intersects with
the opponent, so that the Advancer has a higher chance to get the ball. The
yellow X indicates the passing point and the red X indicates the task point.

Offensive system construction The overall system is shown in the Figure 6.

Fig. 6. Offensive System Mind Map

The Advancer first considers whether it is holding the ball. If not, getting
the ball becomes its main target. Meanwhile, it determines whether the ball is
being passed to itself (by our robots).

If Advancer holds the ball, referring to Figure 7, we consider a division of
the entire field.

– Located in Area A.
We prioritize shooting. First, we generate the current optimal shot line, and
if the opponent is far from the shot line, we consider shooting directly. If the
opponent takes a tight defense, we use the skill mentioned in subsection 2.3
to shoot. Otherwise, we consider passing.
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Fig. 7. The division of field

– Located in Area B.
We prioritize passing. Assume that we have currently selected the Supporter
to pass from among the 4 Supporters, i.e. we have a clear passing point. At
this point, determine whether the opponent is closing in on our Advancer,
and if so, make a pass using the skill mentioned in subsection 2.3. Otherwise,
pass the ball directly. The specific execution of the flat pass or chip pass is
judged by whether there is an opponent in the path of the pass for blocking.

– Located in Area C.
We prioritize relieving. Advancer needs to Chip Pass to opponent’s half.

Finally, we choose the reasonable number of Supporters and Defenders ac-
cording to the scenario and make appropriate adjustments to the overall frame-
work to get the final offensive system.

Selecting the reasonable passing point We can obtain several points where
the Supporters should logically arrive, assuming that the points are {p1, p2, p3, · · · , pn}.
For a given passing point, we need to consider the following factors:

– Passing feasibility:
• The distance from the Advancer to the passing point.
• The distance from the passing point to the closest Supporter.

– Shooting feasibility after Supporter receives the ball:
• The distance of shooting.
• The angle of orientation adjustment.
• The minimum distance of the opponent from the goal line.

Several of the above factors are considered, and the approach we take is to
construct:
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f(X) =

m∑
i=0

aixi (2)

where the value of xi is the normalized amount of the above factors, and
the value of ai is adjusted according to the actual situation. The final selection
of the passing point is made by comparing f(Xi) for each passing point Xi.

2.2 Supporting Point Calculation Based on GPU

As the new coordinating attacking strategy is introduced to algorithm, a
higher requirement on task point calculation is advanced. There are two main
aspects of the cooperative attack: how the robot with the ball passes the ball
over the opponent’s defense to supporting robots or to the goal, and how the
supporting robots find the best place to receive the ball. At the beginning of
each attack, we need to calculate the optimal supporting positions where our
Supporters can successfully receive the ball and advance the attack.

Using the powerful parallel computing capabilities of the GPU, we can take
on more computationally intensive algorithms in the supporting point calcula-
tions. Samples are taken at certain steps in the field, some evaluation indicators
are set for the sampled points, and the best points are then selected by algorithm.
There are several evaluation indicators we are using as follows.

– Crossing indicator
We connect the current ball position with each point and evaluate the point
according to how much this line is obscured by opponent’s robots versus
our robots. The indicator aims to ensure that the supporting robot can
successfully receive the pass at a proper point.

– Shooting indicator
We assume the first goal of the receiving robot is to shoot directly. Therefore,
we set this indicator to evaluate how much the shooting area is blocked.

– Position indicator
Being too far or too close to the ball affects receiving, and some positions
are not good for receiving and further action. The indicator filters out the
inappropriate area of the field.

Using each indicator to estimate the points in the field, we can generate
corresponding figures which we call ”potential images” as follows.

Each figure shows the possibility of being chosen as a ”supporting point”
for each point in the field, using a specialized indicator. For each point colored in
the figure, the closer the color is to red, the higher the rating, the more suitable
to catch the ball, and the closer the color is to blue, the lower the rating, the
less suitable to catch the ball. For example, if a point is colored red in Figure 8,
it’s very possible to be selected as the ”supporting point” considering whether
the position is suitable to receive the pass.
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Fig. 8. Crossing indicator Fig. 9. Shooting indicator

Fig. 10. Position indicator

Fig. 11. final potential figure
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Taking the weighted average of these evaluated values, we can obtain the
final image as Figure 11.

Obviously, it is not appropriate to directly choose the best point from all
the sampling points in the whole field as the supporting point, so some specific
areas should be selected for searching in combination with the field situation[3].
The algorithm should be more inclined to choose some areas in the front field
to search when attacking, and more inclined to the back field when defending.
Also, the supporting point should be kept at a distance from the ball carrier so
that the supporting point is not too close to the ball carrier.

We have divided the field into 9 regions as shown in Figure 12, choosing the
best supporting points in different regions in different situations.

Fig. 12. field division

Even so, if we choose two adjacent regions, there may be a local optimum
at their boundaries. Then the supporting points of the two regions will be very
close in distance if no further treatment is done. For example, two supporting
points in region 1 and region 2 are generated close to the border, as it is marked
by the red circle in Figure 13.

In this situation, the two close supporting points conflict with each other
as the supporting point generated in region 1 is obviously redundant. There-
fore, we designed a post-processing algorithm that makes the support points
mutually exclusive to avoid this situation. The post-processing algorithm gener-
ates supporting points sequentially according to the region priority so that the
post-generated lower priority supporting points are located away from the first
generated points. For each generated support point, a blue rectangular area is
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Fig. 13. example of conflict

generated with its center to reduce the possibility of subsequent support points
being generated around it. Figure 14 shows the field potential image of the low-
est priority point, and some areas are already occupied by the higher priority
points, thus ensuring that the lower priority points are not too close to the higher
priority points.

Fig. 14. treated example
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2.3 Skills Improvement-BREAK

Motivation and Overall Process As the new strategies mentioned above
are proposed, new demands are placed on individual skills. Normally, the robot
dribbling the ball will be under the tightest defence. Therefore, it is necessary for
us to develop the ability of breaking through the defense relatively individually
for robots.

We developed our skill based on testing points and DP (Dynamic Program-
ming), inspired by the previous approach proposed by ZJUNlict [4]. The main
task can be described simply as kicking the ball to a given point, which is cur-
rently blocked by enemies. To better demonstrate how our algorithm works,
the whole process can be broken down into two parts. We have named them
perception and decision making. In each vision cycle, percepting and calculating
scores, checking kicking availability, deciding targeting dribbling destination will
be processed sequentially.

Perception The basis of the robots’ actions is perception. To be more precise,
the first step in breaking is to detect and evaluate nearby defences.

We first generate several testing points around the breaking robot (call it
breaker), as shown in Figure 15. When generating points, we mainly consider
rules restrictions including dribble distance and forbidden areas.

Fig. 15. testing points generation

Then, the task converged to evaluating each testing point. For each individ-
ual robot, there are the following factors to consider. A simple demonstration is
shown in Figure 16.

– The angle between the line with the opponent robot and the line with the
target point. This represents the probablity of an opponent to sucessfully
block the ball.

– The distance between breaker and target. This represents the maximum
accuracy acquirable.

– The distance between breaker and the nearest opponent. This represents the
probability of breaker getting stuck by opponents.
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Fig. 16. general situation when BREAK-skill is activated

These factors can be easily calculated from the visual information. The ratio
of the different factors is currently determined manually. In the near future,
automatic parameter adjustment supported by reinforcement learning will be
the alternative approach.

Decision Making Normally, making the highest scoring checkpoint the breaker’s
target is reasonable and practical. However, there are situations where the breaker
and an opponent fall into a cyclical movement when symmetrical checkpoints are
selected alternately. So we add a sequence to record the latest selected points
to make sure that the selected points have a universal tendency in one direc-
tion (if not, fix the current target for several frames to jump out of the cyclic
movement).

Additionally, as the final goal is kicking the ball to a given point, whether
it is able to kick successfully will be checked before making decision. Once the
position is suitable, breaker will kick without hesitation.

3 Electronics

Our electronic system has maintained its structure since 2017, which in-
cludes two circuit boards, a control board and a power board. The power board
is responsible for distributing the electric energy of the battery to all parts of
the robot, including supplying power to the control board and driving the elec-
tromagnet to kick the ball[5]. The control board needs to receive the command
sent by the upper computer, analyze and execute it. So there are motor drive,
wireless communication and sensor fusion modules on the circuit board. We use
STM32F407VET6 as the main chip to coordinate the work of each module.

This year we mainly sorted out our embedded code running on the main
chip to improve the performance of robots and meet the requirements of the
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competition. When the main chip starts, all parameters will be initialized first,
including reading robot id, communication frequency, hardware parameters, etc.
Then the program enters the self-inspection. If the controller status is wrong, it
will report an error and light up. Otherwise, the program enters the main loop.
The loop structure of the embedded main program is shown in Figure 17. It is
mainly divided into three parts: communication, action and motor.

Fig. 17. The loop structure of the embedded main program

After the system receives the data package from the host, it runs to the
communication module including uploading robot status and unpacking pack-
ages. Because the signals we upload and receive use the same frequency, and the
packages we need to receive are relatively more important, we upload in a trig-
ger mode, that is, when the robot status changes, such as completing a kick, we
will send five packets in a row, and then wait for the next trigger time. This will
minimize signal collision and mutual interference, and save bandwidth resources.
Then the program unpacks the data package and reads it. The communication
protocol stipulates that there are four robots’ information in a package. The
information of each robot is ordered from small to large according to its own
id, so the robot can easily take out its own information. Then the program will
enter the action module and execute these commands.

The action module is mainly responsible for setting the target of each driving
circuit, such as kicking force, wheel speed, etc. Finally, the program continues
to wait to receive the command at the next moment, and the communication
frequency with the host computer is basically the same as that of ssl-vision.
Unlike the serial execution of the above modules, the motor module uses 500Hz
system interrupt to control brushless motors at a higher control rate. It uses
incremental pid algorithm to independently control four motors in closed loop.
The system error is the difference between the wheel speed set by the action
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Fig. 18. Communication protocol excluding duplicate formats

module and the current actual speed read by the encoder. By adjusting the
parameters in the proportional, integral and differential control, we can improve
the control performance of algorithm on motors.

4 Conclusion

In the previous sections, we introduced our development efforts from the
software and electronics sections respectively. In the software section, We in-
troduced our new coordinating attacking strategy, mainly including dynamic
assignment of player tasks according to points, automatic decision algorithm
of robot holding the ball, parallel calculation of support points using GPU and
other new skills. In the electronics section, we introduced the structure of embed-
ded main program. Through these improvements, our system is more adaptable
to the game of larger field and more robots, and we expect our robots to have
better performance in Bordeaux.
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